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Character Theory of Finite Groups 
with Wreathed Sylow 2-Subgroups* 
RI~IIAKD RKAUER 
By a wreathed 2-group, we mean a group S which is a wreath product 
of a cyclic group of order 2’” > 2 with a group of order 2. Then 1 S ~ = 22”‘.‘. 
An inacstigation of the simple finite groups G with Sylow 2-subgroup S has 
been begun in Ref. [ 1] with the aim of showing that then G is either isomorphic 
to the projective linear group&(q) for q =- 1 ( mod 4) or to the unitary group 
C’,(y) for 9 : - 1 (mod 4). In order to carry out this program, it is necessary 
to study the characters of finite groups G with Sylow 2-subgroup S. This 
\vill be done here to the extent to which it is needed. In a continuation of 
Ref. [1] the simple groups with the Sl-low 2-subgroup S will be determi ncd. 
\T’r indicate some of the results of the present paper. The group G n-ill 
always he a finite group whose Sylow 2-subgroup is a wreathed ‘-group of 
order 2%“‘11. Some elementary properties of such groups have been proved 
in Ref. [1, Chap. II] and also in Ref. [6]. LF ‘e shall use here the notation of 
the latter paper. 
In order to exclude cases of little intcrcst, we shall always assume that G 
does not have a normal subgroup H of index a power of 2 such that the 
Sylow 2-group of H is Abelian. We still have two possibilities: 
(I) G does not have a normal subgroup of index 2. 
(II) G has a normal subgroup N of index 2’” such that the Sylow 
2-subgroup of H is a (generalized) quaternion group of order 2”“~tl. 
Accordingly, we shall speak of a group G of type I or of type II. In the no- 
tation of Ref. [6], there are the cases Ia and IIa, respectively. 
Let [ denote the involution in the center of S. Then as we shall see, the 
principal 2-block B,(C(t)) contains characters of two different odd degrees, 
1 and 4. We call q the characteristic number of G. This is actually the same 
* This work has been supported by the NSF Grant 9152. 
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as the “characteristic power” of G as defined in Ref. [I], but vvt‘ shall not 
need this. M’e set E == I uhen q :=m 1 (mod 4) and t =- - I ~-hen q 1 
(mod 4). All characters of B,(C([)) of degree q take on the same values for an 
clement A of C(t) of odd order. Let w denote one of these characters of 
degree q. 
\Ve now have the results: 
TIIEOREM 1A. Let G be of type I and let q be the characteristic rrumber, 
The principal 2-block B,,(G) consists qf (22n’m1 + 3 . Pi1 + 4),‘3 characters. 
The values of these characters for elements T E S are completely determined by q. 
In particular, we have one character of each of the degrees I, q3, qZ + cq, 2+1 
characters of degree q3 - E, 2” - I characters of each of the degrees qZ - l q ~.- 1 
and q(q;’ -+- tq + I), and (22mp1 - 3 21~m-l + I)/3 characters of degree 
(q -+- E)($ -(- ~q i; I). &Toseozer, if we know the values oj-w for elements of C(t) 
of odd order, we can give the part of the character table of G which corresponds 
to characters of B,,(G) and to conjugate classes of G consisting of elements of even 
order. 
‘~HEOREAI 1B. If G and q are as in Theorem 1, if t is an involution in G 
and 1‘ an elementary Abelian subgroup of G of order 4, then 
I G : :; 1 ‘@)I3 q2 +- ‘q -; ’ 
(q + l )’ . 
Theorems IA and IB have already been stated without proof in Ref. [4].’ 
The original proof was extremely complicated; we use a different approach 
here. Actually, u-e discuss a more general type of 2-block, the flat blocks in 
the sense of Ref. [3d]. 
The proof of the theorem uses the general methods developed in Ref. [3]. 
After the necessary preliminaries, xv-e select in Section 4 a system %’ of 
columns for the block, by which the values of the characters of the block for 
clcmcnts of even order can be expressed. In Section 5, these columns are 
determined except for certain + signs. This already gives a great deal of 
information. The theorems are proved in Section 6. 
IVotation. Most of the general notation used is standard. In particular, 
if S is a finite group, O,(X) denotes the core of X, i.e., the maxima1 normal 
subgroup of odd order of X. The principal 2-block of X is alvvays denoted by 
B,(X). If X is a 2-group, Q,(X) d enotes the subgroup of X generated by the 
involutions, We use the abbreviation SD-group of X for Sylow-p-subgroup 
of X. 
1 In Ref. [4, p. 255, line 71 the reference should be to case Ib and not to case IIn and 
on line 10, the reference should be to case IIa. 
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It will be convenient to fix the significance of some letters throughout 
the paper. As was already mentioned, S will be a fixed $-group of G and 
Then S can be generated by elements pi , Ok , 7 with the defining relations 
As in Kef. [6], we set 
Here p has order 2/r’-l and p3 : w As Z(S) = <oc>, [ is the unique central 
in\-olution in S’. \Ve also use the subgroups 
‘I’he following subgroups of G will be of importance: 
LV = C(6), C == C(T), B := O,,(C(S)), C” =~= O,,(C). (1.1) 
Then, C(S) = Z(S) x E, and, by Ref. [6, (2C)], 
N(S) == SC(S) :- s y, E. (1.2) 
If G is of type I, there exists an element 7 in G such that conjugation by 7 
maps 
7j : CT1 - 02 - a + ‘Tl , (1.3,) 
(cf., Ref. [6]), and we have 
N(S,) : l~C(S()), 7, 7;,,, N(T) = (C, ,r, 7,. (1.4,) 
The group C has the Abelian &-group S, . It follows from (1.4,) that no two 
distinct elements of S,, are conjugate in ~Vc(S,,). This implies that C,, is a 
normal 2-complement in C. 
If G is of type II, (1.4,) is replaced by 
N(S”) = f\C(S,), Tj, ;V(T) = (C, 7). (1.411) 
Co is still a normal 2-complement in C. 
Throughout the paper, 5 will denote a primitive 2”7-tll root of unity. WC 
introduce the sets 
H = (1) 3, 5 ,..., 2’” - I ), K ~~~~ {2, 4, 6 ,..., 2’1~ - 2;. (‘9 
The letters 12, /I’ will always denote integers which range over II, also in 
summations. Likewise, k, 1.~’ will range over K. The letters i, j, i’, j’ will stand 
for integers whose value matters only (mod 2”‘). In sums xi , C7 the sum will 
be over the values 10, 1, 2 ,..., 2”’ -- I ). 
2. 'I'HE CON~JGACY CLASSES 01: G CONTAIKINUG ~-ELEMENTS 
i\‘c shall need a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of G which 
contain 2-elements. We show the following: 
PROPOSITION 2A. There exists a set 17 of representatives for the conjugacy 
classes L of G containing 2-elements A i/~ 1 such that II consists of 
(i) the elements p’l with h E H; 
(ii) tke elemeds d1 with n ~~ I, 2,..., 2”’ - I; 
(iii) a suitable set of C: qfelements IL of S,, . 
For G qf type I, 1 I: ~ - (2”i1’+1 _ 3 . 2”‘~ l + I)/3 and 6 is a power of p E li. 
For G of type II, 1 U ~ r= 22i’r I - 2”” I. 
Proof. This is a consequence of results in Ref. [6, Section II]. ‘I’he ele- 
ments (i) represent the 2”l l classes L containing elements of order 2”“‘. 
Since 11-e have excluded the cases b of Ref. [6], each other class L of 2-elements 
meets S,, , and L n S,, is a conjugacy class of N(S,,), [6; 2F, 2D].The elements 
(ii) rcprcsent the classes L which meet 01, - {I). 
If G is of tvpc 1, it follows from (I .3,) and (1.4,) that if 1, contains OL”, 
1, n S,, consists of the three elements IY”, cl,‘l, u?“. 
There arc then P’ - 1 -~ 3(21)i ~~~ 1) clemcnts of S, belonging to classes 1, 
which do not meet {u,. It is seen easily from (I .3,) and (1.4,) that for sueh L, 
L n S,, consists of six elements 
/I, p”“, p” ‘) }17, /Jr”, ,L”‘-‘. (2.1,) 
Hence l,.e ],a\~e (2”“’ j 2”’ -1 2)/6 conjugacy classes 1, of this kind. One 
of the three involutions t, [, , f, of S, belongs to (p>, and as 17 permutes these 
involutions cyclically, WC may choose IL in (2. I ,) such that 5 E (p Then C’ 
in Proposition 2A is the set of these clcments /J, one from each class L which 
meets s,, but not ,:cc~ There is still some arbitrariness in choosing t’, but 
this will not matter. 
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If G is of type II and if a class L meets <a,, \ then L n S,, consists of a single 
element aqL. The remaining 22Trr - 2”” elements of SO lie in conjugacy classes 
of .Y(S’,,) consisting of two distinct elements 
CL> CL’. (:~.I,,) 
‘l’here arc then ~2~“’ - 2”“m 1 classes L which meet S,, - <a,,. C’hoosing one 
of these two elements (2. I I,) as representative for these classes, xvc obtain a 
system U in Proposition 24 for G of type II. This establishes I’ropositior? 2.4. 
~‘1~0~0~1~10~ 2B. If in t 17 in Proposition 2-4, then es(r) is all k~,-~~~mp 
of C(T). we hnae c,(,y : :p;>, C,(cq :- s, C,.(p) = s,, for p t 1 . . 
‘l’his is obvious from the results of Ref. [6]. 
~‘ROPOSITION 2(:. If T E n in P~oposifion 28 is either of tile .fOt’Fn p” or (f 
j7 t 1.) fhen C(r) has a normul 2-complement. 
‘l’his is clear, if i7 pii, since here the S,-group \p~’ of C(T) is c!.clic. 
If n E Ii, any fusion in the Ahelian ,$-group S,, of C(T) is produced by an 
element v of ;V(S,,). If also IJ t C(T), then (1.4) 1111 J ies that v E C(S,,). Hence I 1 
\\c’ do not have fusion of distinct elements and the focal theorem (or Rurnside’s 
theorem) shcim s that C(T) has a normal 2-complement. 
\\.c note a corollar!, cf. Ref. [3a, ‘I’heorcm 1 and Corollary 31. 
hOPOSITIOS 2n. <f n- :-- pi’ 01 lf n i CT, the only modular irrdzxible 
character it1 the pl-incipal 2-block II,, (C(v)) is the principal character. The 
corwspomling Carfan inrariant is equal to the order qf‘ the S.,-gvoup of C(T), 
i.e.. to 2”‘- l for- 77 p’l and to 2’oi, for 7~ E la.. 
\\.c study now the case that T OL’J in 1. Here, C(zJt) has the S,-grollp ,\‘ 
a11d Ref. [6, Proposition 2F,,] shows that C(E’~) is a group with the S,-group S 
of t!ye II. 
In particular, this holds for :\: =~ C(l). If WC apply [6, Proposition (3E)] 
to .\-, then for E’~ -/‘- 1, w-e hare 
iL7 C(a”) IE’ with II’ = O,~(S). (2.2) 
On account of Ref. [3a, ‘I’heorem I], the principal 2-block B,,(:\‘) of L\- can 
ix iclcntified with B,(-Y’; IV). It follou~s from (2.2) for n -= 1 that a11’c Z(,‘I-,‘lT’). 
?;o\v Ref. [2, Proposition 2G] shoxvs that a basic set for Lz,,(1%‘/ ‘U \IV) can 
serve as a basic set for B,,(1\‘/TV), if functions defined on -\‘/<a I/F are intcr- 
preted in the obvious manner as functions defined on ,“y::W. As is seen easily, 
cacll Cartan invariant must be multiplied with ‘Ix 1 z 2”( if l\‘!‘(~‘w [Ii) is 
rcpl:tcvtl by .\“TI’. 
Let L denote the canonical mapping of :V onto :\T!(,<, >M’). The ‘&-group 
of the image EL is SL, of order 2”+l. \Ve have St <~rrlL, TV’ and 
(n,y”’ := 1) (7’)” 1, (76) QJIY 02L : a’u.,L ~~- (olJy. 
Thus, SL is dihedral of order 2’” I. The central involution is (o~L)~“’ -I :: 51’. 
As ;\i = C(t) is of type II, E, and 7 arc conjugate in ;V and hence 51’ and 7L 
are conjugate in X‘. On the other hand, 511 and ~lL~L are not conjugate in NL, 
since otherwise ~lW and ~~701~1.c’ would be conjugate in I\:/ W for some 
integral 1 while ,$,W has order 2 and ~l~~‘lV has the square & l.W We can 
now apply the results of Ref. [3c, Section 71. In the notation employed there 
wc have case II, n is to be replaced by m ~-1 1, TV by ~~~~~~ Let w be the char 
acter of iV/:,:(in: W) denoted by x1 in Ref. [3c] and let E be the sign S, of 
Ref. [3c]. Set 9 == W( 1). Then I and 9 are the only odd degrees in B,,(N,i<a:>W)). 
1Ve shall call q the characteristic number of G. (This differs from the definition 
given in the introduction, but later results will show that both definitions are 
equivalent (Proposition 5H). 
It follows from Ref. [3c, Proposition 7J] that if we set 
9 1 f to.J, (2.3) 
then {I, vj can serve as a basic set 2 for &(lV&) and that the corresponding 
cartan matrix is 
AIoreover, we have 
In particular, E is the sign i I such that q t (mod 4). 
If we now replace iVL A%rj(W<cu;)) by 9/W, then as remarked above, 
{ 1, ~1 can serve as a basic set for NILI’ and the C’artan matrix here is 2”‘C,, 
Then w is to be considered as a character of B,,(i\j/ PV), which is trivial on (01;. 
On account of Ref. [3a, Theorem I], w-e can consider o as character of 
BO(LV) which is trivial on I&’ and hence on W<n’x. If p is now the function 
defined on the set of 2-regular elements of N by (2.3), then (I, ~j can serve as 
basic set for B,,(N); the Cartan matrix remains 2X’,, 
For an arbitrarv OIL 7~ I, it follows from (2.2) that 
? Strictly speaking, q should be considered as a function defined on the set of 2- 
regular elements of N. 
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defines an isomorphism of N/Wont0 C(CL~‘)/C~(OI”). In particular, C(a”);C,,(a’*) 
is corefree. Since C&a?) certainly belongs to O,(C(a”)), we have 
O,~(C(Lx”)) = Cw(cP), *v; TV ‘v c(a”)/o,,(c(dq). 
As the characters of B”(X) are trivial on IV : O,(X), vve can identify 
&,(I\) with B,(C(ol”)). In fact, the mapping x--+x C(LP) maps B,(N) onto 
B&C(&)). If we observe that an element X of C(all) has odd order, if and only if 
hOz(C(n”)) has odd order, we see that a corresponding remark applies to 
the modular irreducible characters of B,,(N) and B,,(C(an)). It follows that 
the restriction map carries a basic set for R,,(LV) into one for B,,(C(a”)). 
PROPOSITIOK 2E. Let G haz’e the characteristic number q. Then q 
E $ 2r’(mod 2”+l) with E = f 1. There exists a character w of degree q in B,(N) 
which is trivial on (a,?. If we set 
lp = 1 + EW, 
then, for mery CP f I, a basic set for B,(C(a’“)) is given by { 1, qj, (restricted 
to the set qf 2-regular elements of C(O?)). TI Te corresponding Cartan matrix is 
(2.4) 
\Ve shall sometimes set 
Then q(, is an odd integer and 
y(I) == 1 + Eq = 2 + 2”q, . (2.6) 
Sote that m and E are determined by q. 
If G itself is of type II, then G = NO,(G) hy Ref. [6, Proposition 3C]. 
11-c have Gfl’O,(G) == lV/O,(N), O,(N) = N n O,(G). On account of 
Ref. [3a, Theorem 11, WC may identify B,)(G) and B,(n’). Hence we have 
PROPOSITION 2F. If G is of type II, OJ in (2E) may be considered as a 
charartev in B,,(G). 
3. FLAT Rr.ocm 
Throughout this section except in Proposition 3E, G is assumed to be 
of type I. 
If B is a block of G of full defect, there exists a unique block b of SC(S) 
with b” = B. Then b has the defect group S. The canonical character 6, of b 
[5a, Section 2, 61 is an irreducible character of S’C(S) which is trivial on .Y. 
Conversely, if B is such a character and if 0 belongs to the 2-block/j, of .\‘C(S), 
then B, ~~ btlC is a block of G of full defect. In this manner, we have a one-to- 
one correspondence bctwccn the irreducible characters 6, of SC’(S) which are 
trivial on S and the blocks of G of full defect. The principal character of SC(S) 
corresponds to the principal block R,,(G). Sate that SC(S) 5’ j I:‘, cf. (I .2). 
In Ref. [3d, Section 41 11-c called the block B B, of G a jlut block, if fol 
cvcq~ 2-subgroup ,Q / 1 of G, there exists a character +(I of degt-cc I of C(c)) 
which is trivial on Z(Q) and which satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) I:or p t G and Q,, 0’1, xv? have 
l,bo’* ~-- u!J 3 o,, . 
(ii) If 0, 1 Q 3 I arc 2-subgroups of G, we have 
l/!Jo C([ll) = t/q), . 
Suppose that B, is flat. If we set 4~ :, 0, , then 8, is a character of 
degree I of N =m: C(t). It follows from (ii) and (iii) that OS i I:’ H I:‘. It also 
follows from (ii) for ,O, em S,, , (, : [ that H,\ 1 C(S,,) ds,, . Tllis sham-s 
that 8,\ is trivial on ,Y,, . Since 7 and E1 are conjugate in N [6, Proposition 2l;:,] 
0,s (7) H,(t,) :m I. It follows that 8, is trivial on S. \I’e no\v sc’c that 
0,. ,Y(.S) 0. 
Finally, we take Q, ~~ 7’ in (ii) and setting (‘(7’) (‘, M’C‘ obtain #, 
0, i C. Sow (i) with p T yields (Q,V j C’)‘l == O,, C’. 11.e obtain the following: 
~ROPOSITIOS 3A. If G' is of type 1 and if B, is u pat block (tf G, fheu ti 
Itas degree 1 and 0 run be e.yteuded to u rharucfev 0, of !Y such that 0, is tr.irial 
on S and tlrat 
(H,v ( ‘),f fJv ~ c:. (3. I) 
\l’c now prow the convcrsc. 
Proqf. (a) \\‘e shall say that a 2-subgroup Q,, of G is spciui, if cithcr [ 
is the only involution in Z(C),,), or if 7’ i1 %(_O,,). In the fornlcr cast‘, \T;e have 
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Q,C(Q,,) C C(t) L A’. In the latter case, QJ(Q,) C C(T) L C and as C has 
the $-group S, , the group QO is abelian and fin,(Q,,) = T. 
\Ye show first that every 2-subgroup Q + 1 of G is conjugate to a special 
group. Indeed, G of type 1 contains only one class of involutions [6]. After 
replacing Q by a conjugate, we may assume that [ E Z(Q). If [ is the only 
involution in Z(Q), then Q is special. If Z(Q) contains involutions E* + 5, 
then as N is of type II and hence has two classes of involutions [6], we can 
replace Q by a conjugate in X such that T -= (E, tl‘; C Z(Q). Again, Q is 
special. 
(1~) 11-e shall show that if Q, and Q,,u with p E G arc both special, then, for 
1~ t C(O,,), we have 
f%(Y) = 4T(P-‘wycL)~ (3.2) 
Indeed, if t is the only involution in Z(Q,), it is necessarily the only 
in\-olution in the center Z(Q,Ji’ of the special group QO1‘ and hence 5‘ =,$u, 
i.e., p E I\~. Then (3.2) is evident since 0, is a character of Nand y E C(Q,) C N. 
On the other hand, if T C Z(Q,), necessarily T C Z(Q,,u). As rema.rked 
above, Q,, is z4bclian and T = 52,(Q,J. Likewise, T = n,(QoU) and we see 
that 7’ p- TL’, i.e., that p E AT(T). By (1.4,), N(T) = (7l>(C, T> and we can set 
CL =m q/v with integral I and v E (C, T>. If y E C(Q,,), we have y E C(T) -= C and 
Here. 7 ‘~7’ E C. Now (3.1) implies that f3,7(+yq’) =z B,(y). This proves 
(3.2). 
\Ye can write (3.2) in the form 
(Bh’ C(Q”))” = 8, 1 C(Q,y). (3.3) 
(c) If Q / 1 is an arbitrary 2-subgroup of G and if KQK~ l = Q,, with K E G 
is special, wc set 
*o =: (4 ~ CCQ,,))“. (3.4) 
It follows at once from (3.3) that lclv is well defined. AIoreoLer, Go is a chamcter 
of C(Q) of degree 1. Since 0, is trivial on an $-group of :V and hence on all 
2-elements of 1\:, *o is trivial on all 2-elements of C(Q) and, in particular, 
on Z(Q). It is also clear that the condition (i) in the definition of flat blocks is 
satisfied. Since S itself is a special group, we have $s : 1 O,,, 1 C(S). Since by 
definition of 0 in Proposition 3B, 8 / C(S) -: 0, : C(S), condition (iii) is also 
satisfied. It remains to prove condition (ii). 
Assume then that Q, I) Q 3 I are 2-subgroups of G. Since (i) holds, we can 
assume that Q, itself is a special group. Then by (3.4) with K -= 1, 
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If Q C Q1 is also special, likewise 
slia = 4 : C(Q) 
and (ii) is obvious. 
Suppose then that Q, is special but that Q C Q, is not special. 
If T C Z(QJ, we have seen that Q, is iZbelian and T == Qn,(Q1). If Q is not 
special, we have G,(Q) =: (6,; or (5,). If we transform Q1 and Q u-ith +, 
then we can transform Q into a special group while Q1 is also mapped on a 
special group as 7 normalizes T. Hence, after the transformation, (ii) holds 
and hence it holds for the original Q and Q1 . 
Assume then that 6 is the only involution in Z(QJ. If Q is not special, 
there esists an involution ,!” m,+ 5 in Z(Q). Since Q C :1’ and since 12: has 
exactly two classes of involutions, we may assume that [” : m- [I after replacing 
Q and Q1 by conjugates in N. Both t and E1 centralize Q, w-e have Q Z C(T) 
C. Since C has the S,-group S,, , then Q is Abelian. Kow, S and hence G do 
not contain abelian 2-subgroups of rank 3. Hence <t, Q,(Q), has at most 
order 4. If 1 Ql(Q)~ = 4, necessarily t E -ol(Q)I; and then II’ -- [, 4, !Z Q 
Z(Q), i.c., Q would be special contrary to the assumption. 
Thus, .0,(Q) = it,> and Q is cyclic. Note that ‘T 17 Q, . If X E C(Q,), then 
A t C(T) == C. By (3.5). 
i&,(h) 2: O,(X) -7 (0, 1 C)(h). 
On the other hand, yQ7-l is special, since e =~ ytl~ l is the only inv-olution 
in Y)Q~-~. By (3.4) 
On account of the hypothesis (3.1), #o,(X) mm +o(h). Hence (ii) holds as WC 
wished to show. 
Let R, and & be as before. Let v be an element of the residue system 17 
in Proposition 2A and let R denote an S,-group of C(n). Then C(R) -: 
Z(K) x O,(C(R)) and 
KC(R) = R x O,,(C(R)). 
We shall denote by $I< the extension of ‘,LI~ to a character of XC(R) which is 
trivial on R. 
If 77 = ph, we have R ~- sx p;,,. If 7~ ,” 7, 1 , w-e may choose R S 
and if n E CT, we may choose R r= S’,, . In all three cases, R is special and then 
by (3.5) withQ, = R. we have g/IR = 8,,, / C(R) and hence 
t,hR = 0, ; RC(R). 
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Let b, denote the 2-block of K(R) which contains $* . Since #R(1) ~= I, 
we have 
6, = (‘4, I RCW) &,W’(W 
sow-, Ref. [3d, Proposition 4D] shows that b, = bi@’ is the only 2-block b 
of C(r) for which bG = B, . In other words, the only subsection (?T, b) 
associated with B, is (rr, 6,). 
Let b* denote the 2-block of C(n) which contains 8, i C(n), 
b* -72 (0, / C(n)) B,,(C(n)). 
Then b* has full defect and there exists a block 6,” of X’(R) for which 
1’,* = (b,l*)c(W). If O* is the canonical character in b,*, the proof of Ref. [3d, 
Proposition 4E] shows that 
(0, i C(n)) 1 O,f(C(R)) = H* ~ O,f(C(R)). 
Since both Oa ~ C(m) and 6’* are trivial on K, then 8* = 8,,, 1 K’(X) and hence 
b,* b, , 
6, := b* =m (0, i C(n)) B,(C(n)). 
Il’e have now shown: 
PRoPoslTIoN 3C. Let B, denote a flat 2-block qf G and let 8, have t?ze 
same sign$icance as in Proposition 3A. If T is an element of the residue system II 
in Proposition 2A, there exists a unique subsection (.rr, b) associated with B, and 
here b ~: 6, with 
0, = (4 I C(n)) BdC(4). 
As an immediate consequence of the results Propositions 2D and 2E, we 
have the following: 
PHOPOSITIOK 3D. I_f r : pi1 or if 7~ E U-;, the restriction of 0, to the set of 
2-regular elements of C(n) forms a basic set.for b, in Proposition 3C. The corre- 
sponding Cartan invariant is 2 fn+lfor rr =: ph and 22m.for p E U. If rr -= an # 1, 
the restrictions of the functions 0, , H,Vp to the set of elements of odd order.form 
a basic set for b, . The corresponding Cartan matrix is given by (2.4). 
In the preceding part of Section 3, we assumed G to be of type I. In the 
next proposition, we also consider groups G of type II taking then B = B,,(G). 
It is clear from Propositions 2D and 2E that Proposition 3D remains valid, 
if we then set B,v = 1, b, = B&C(n)). 
PROPOSITION 3E. Assume that either G is qf type I and that B == B, is 
afrat bloclc or that G is of type II and B ~ B,,(G). In the latter case, set 0, ~ 1. 
I.et 7 E II and let h be an element of odd order of C(T). Then, for T _- pi1 
and,fr,r 57 F tv 
XC”4 z b,,(~),H,(X). (3.6) 
For n ~~ o?, we haue 
x(a”X) L @,,(a”), +- b,(q,&)) Q.&q. (3.7) 
Here, b,,(ol”), and bl(#)?, are decompositioon umbers and p is as in Proposition 2E. 
This is immediate from Proposition 3D [3a, Eq. (5.3)] 
\\-e determine the number of flat blocks. 
PROPOSITION 3F. Let G be qf type I, Then the number u: of jat blocks is 
equal to 1 E : E n [T, C,,]iV’ / with C,, d+ned in (1.1). 
Proof. It follows from Propositions 3A and 3B that zu is equal to the num- 
ber of characters 0 of degree I of E which can be extended to a character O,V 
of LV such that 
(i) OJV j S =m I, 
(ii) (0, 1 C)ql mm~ 0, i C. 
\Ve set C” =.- [y, C,,]. Since 77 normalizes T, it normalizes C’, . Hence 
C* Cr C,, . It is clear that (ii) can be replaced by 
(ii’) 0, C” L I. 
Suppose first that for a given .d such an extension O,\; exists. Since OLV has 
degree 1, it is trivial on N’ and hence on C* N’. It follows that 0 mm_ B-,, 1 E is 
trivial on C*n” n E. 
Conversely, suppose that B is an irreducible character of E which is trivial 
on C*N’ n E. Since 8 is trivial on Iv’ n R, and since Ei(N’ n E) T EN’j:V” 
is Abelian, we must have O( 1) =: 1. $1 orcover, 0 can be extended to character 
8, of EX’ which is trivial on IV’. It is also clear that 0, can he extended to 
a character O* of 1V. \Ve shall set 
where y is a character of degree 1 of N. 11:e claim that WC can choose y such 
that 0, satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii’) and that 0, E ~= 0. This will be 
the case, if we can choose y such that the following three conditions are 
satisfied: 
(a) y9* 1 S = I, 
(b) ~0~: j C* :- I, 
(c) y / E = 1. 
Now as f3* extends 0, it is trivial on C”N’ n E and as it has degree 1, 
0” is trivial on 
Since Ok-* ~ C*N’ then is trivial on C*,V n EN’, we can extend it to a 
character of EC*NI’ which is trivial on EL”. This character of EC”~V can be 
extended to a character y,, of N; y,,(l) ~. I. Then y,,O* satisfies the conditions 
yoBx i C* I, y,, I E = 1. l(3.8) 
The group ;V which is of type II has a normal subgroup L\:,, of index 2’)” 
with the &-group (p, ~5,) [6, Proposition 2G]. 11Te have @, T[,> C &V’ and 
hence y,,B* is trivial on @, ~(~1;. On the other hand, yoBX(ur) is a power :’ of 
the primitive 2”‘-th root of unity 5. Since I\’ = ;Y,r\u,>, there exists a char- 
acter yr of 1%’ of degree I which is trivial on ;V(, and for which yr(aJ == 5 or. 
‘I’hen yoy,B* is trivial on f<p, ~[r , or> = S. Moreover, since C* C C,, and E 
have odd orders, they are contained in ;\rO and hence yr / C* -7 yr I E = 1. 
It now follows from (3.8) that if we set y :- y,,yr , our three conditions (a), 
(b), and (c) are satisfied. 
\Ve have now shown that the number %c is the number of characters H of 
degree 1 of B which arc trivial on E n C*.L” 2 B’. This implies that w -= 
E : E n C”i\-’ as we wished to show. 
4. ‘I(HE: Co1.unrn-s n, ) 6,. , ASD c,, 
In this section, we consider a block B of G which is a flat 2-block, if G is 
of type I, or which is the principal block, if G is of type II. In the former cast, 
0, is the character of iL’ introduced in Proposition 3.~ while in the latter case, 
\ve set ov 1. The characteristic number of G is denoted bp q. The conven- 
tions introduced in Section 1 are used throughout. 
As in Ref. [3], we consider colulrzns r of complex numbers whose length 
is the number k(B) of irreducible characters x in B and which are indexed 
by these x. Thus, for each x E B, we have a coefficient rs of r. The column is an 
integral column, if all c, are rational integers. A congruence rr z rz (mod a) 
with integral 12 is to mean that (ri -.-- r.,);n is an integral column. The inner 
product (r, r’) of two columns is defined as 
(r, r’) = 1 r,F; , XEB. 
In particular, for p E G WC have the columns X.(P) with the coefficients X(P), -2 
X(P). For m t L7, we also have the columns b,,(r) of decomposition numbers 
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occurring in Proposition 3E and for 7~ ~~~ (Y’! ;’ I, we also have the columns 
wQ9. 
T%‘e shall select in this section columns a:“‘, b, , bk , and cii by which the 
column x(p) of the x(p) for p E G f o even order can be expressed. These 
columns will be determined explicitly in the following sections. 
If < is our fixed primitivc 2”‘-th root of unity we form the columns 
PROPOSITIOK 4A. The C~~UWWLS 
are integral; a?’ = a:’ --- 0. 
Proof. If Q is the field of rational numbers if y is an element of the Galois 
group of Q(l) with regard to Q and if p = <‘, with integral r, it follows from 
the properties of decomposition numbers that (bl(aj))’ : b,(a~‘) for 1 -= 0 
and 1. Hence y leaves bl -‘I) fixed. We conclude that the coefficients of 51”’ are 
rational and since they are algebraic integers, they are rational integers. 
Let X be a fixed 2-regular element of C(U). Then, for a character x of 
(a“ x (A’. 
is an algebraic integer. In particular, this holds for x E B. On account of (3.7) 
and (4.1) the corresponding column can be written in the form 
2-“(x(h) $- syJ’B,(X) $- syp(X) O,(A)). 
Here, 6’,(x) is a root of unity and hence 
x(/j) e&y $ 5jO) -j- “pp(X) =:~ 0 (mod 2”‘) 
in the ring of algebraic integers. It follows that 
(5;) -- 5y + (5;) - 5y cp(A) 0 (mod 2”‘) (4.3) 
in the ring of algebraic integers. 
Since (1, q~} forms a basic set for B,,(C(cx)), we can find two 2-regular 
elements X, and h, of C(B) such that the determinant 
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is not divisible b>- a prime ideal divisor p of 2 in the field of the 1 G I-th roots 
of unity.” I-sing (4.3) for X = A, and X =:z A, , we see that 
are divisible by the full power of p dividing 2”‘. Since we know that the two 
columns are rational integral, they are divisible by 2”’ as we wished to shoxv. 
PROPOSITION 4B. For 01~~ 5.f~ 1 and x E B, we have 
i&(&u’“) := -c qp, i)Ja:“) _ -1 qp. 
2 0 
Proof. It follows from (4.1) that 
1 qp _ pqq 
(4.4) 
for 1 7:: 0, 1. Hence, by (4.2) 
Since :9.?) me 1, wc have R z!- 0 (mod 2”‘) and x,, ji7’ = 0. This yields Propo- 
sition 4H. 
In order to obtain an analogous result for 7~ = p” with h E H we introduce 
the columns b,. with 
2’“4[,, _ c b”(g) p/E (4.5) 
for ev-en Y, in particular, for Y E CO] u K. If Y is increased by 2ti’, clearly 6, 
is replaced bv -b, . Lloreover, 
where I’ ranges over (0) u R. The inner sum on the right is a sum of a 
geometric progression. It vanishes for h + h’ (mod 2”) and it is equal to 
2’it l for 17 11’ (mod 2”‘). Thus, 
(4.6) 
3 This is clear, if F is replaced h?; the modular irreducible character q1 F 1 in 
B,(C(h)). It holds in our case, since cpl can be expressed as a linear combination of the 
basic set { 1, ‘p] with integral rational coefficients. 
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\Ve next show 
Proof. Let i’, be a value of < I,?. The orthogonalitv relations for the char- , 
acters of up, show that the column 
is integral. Since pg :- a and, by Ref. [6], p’( and p” arc conjugate for II 
12 -I- 7)” we find - > 
For 311 I I, \ve can expi-ess ~(a’) by means of (3.7) and then use (4. I). 
I,ikewise, I can be expressed by (3.6) and, for cvcn i, (4.5) can he ~setl. 
Thus, for even i, we find 
Taking here i 7 0 and i :~- Ir c K and subtracting, \\c find (cf. (4.2)) 
2'1' :'(r,, -- q) 2"'ll;;1" -I- Papp( 1) ~ 2’,‘(b,, -~~ b,,). (‘Ml) 
Simi]arly, if i ~~ 17 is odd, xve SW that (4.7) holds with the term ?‘h; 
missing and \ve obtain 
‘l’his shows that b,, is an illtcgral column and no\\- (4.8~) implies tllat b,> is 
integral. Since 9;(l) is even by (2.6), WC also obtain the congruences in 
Proposition 4C. 
\\:e no~v discuss the columns b,,(n) for T E C’. I)enote by [;. ;] tllc charactei 
of dt.grw I of S,, for which 
[;>.il(fl,) = <‘> [i,j]($) -- ii. (4.9) 
ClCal~l~, 
[i,j]i [j, L]. 
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In addition, if G is of type I, it follows from (1.3,) that 
[i,.j]'l(~~~) =-- [i,j](e) -~_ i l--j, [i,.j]"(o.J = [i,j](q) = p. 
I-Icncc, 
[i,j]” :~ [-i -j, z-1. 
Determine the integer I by the condition i +j I- I z 0 (mod 2”‘). Since 
N(S,,);C(S,,) is isomorphic to a symmetric group on 3 letters, it follows 
(cf. (I .4,)) that the six elements of a residue system of N(S,) mod C(&) carry 
[i, j] into the six characters 
[i, j], [j, i], [A il, [i, 4 [I,.il, and Li, 4 (4.10,) 
The sum of these six characters will be denoted by /ljj . Then /li, is in- 
variant in :\:(S,). 
In the case II, set flij = [;i] T [$I. 
Define an integral column tij by taking 
(L& = (x I q, , [CA) = T”” c x(p)[cjl(P-‘), (4. I 1) 
II 
where /L ranges over S,, . Then, for p E S,) , 
X(P) = 1 c 4,[i>.jl(P). (4.12) 
i,i 
\Vc rewrite (4.1 I) combining the terms p which are conjugate to the same 
v EL’ in Proposition 2A. These are the terms ~~ with K ranging over a 
residue system of K(S,,) mod C(S,,). If p E C:, the sum of these terms is 
x(p) n,,(,~l) while for p : 01~~ f 1 it is (112) ~(a?~) Aij(a~ “) as 7 centralizes 
m”. l-sing (3.6) and (3.7), WC obtain 
Since F( 1) == 2 ~‘- 2”‘q,, by (2.6). we can set 
p/t if T tui, ) p+,, F u4 fl,,(@) 
w-i th 
‘L’, I (4.13) 
*‘El’ 
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In the case I, we have 
Thus, by (4.1), 
ptij _ I,,,; + pq”($j~, -‘- ,;.I) -, $‘). 
\Ve now set 
U'oo - u,. E 29 f I 0 . (4.14) 
Then, by Proposition 4A, we obtain 
t,,, --- t,, = c,j +~ q(,(a!lj~, + ajl) $ a;“). (4.151) 
In the case II, we have fli,(a--jl) : -- -4 7y(~+~)11 and if we define c,, again by 
(4.14), we have 
t(), -- tij =‘= C,, ~~ 4oll!!/-j . 
Since the columns tij and ai’) are integral, we have the following: 
(4.1511) 
P~orosrrrol\r 41). The columns ci3 in (4.14) aye integral; c,,,, -= 0. 
\\‘e can express tij by the other co1 umns in (4.15) and substitute the result 
in (4.12). In the case I, we see that for ,U E S,, , p + I, we have 
X(p) z -2 Cfj[ij](p) - q. 1 (a!$ j +-- Oil) 4 Ojl))[j,j](p) (4.161) 
i,J i.j 
since the factor of t,,, is the sum of all [j](p) which vanishes for p 7:~ I. 
Likewise, in the case II, we have 
(4.1611) 
\Y’e now have the result 
PROPOSITION 4E. Assume that either G is ?f type I and that B ~ B, is 
a flat block or that G is of type II and that B is the principal block. In the,former 
case, let 8, be as in Proposition 3A, in the latter case, set 8, 1. Let II be as 
in Proposition 2A. If r E II and <f X is an element of C(T) of odd order, then 
for x E B, we haze 
X(d) = b,,%,(h) -/- c b,%,(h) <A’+ 
X(%A) = -C (a?) + a/l),(X)) %,(A) jLJ1 for n == at1 ,,. 1. 
z 
For T E L:, we have 
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case I: X(VX) = -2 (Cjj + q”ll!lj- j + ~IJC$) + qaajl))[j, j](n) ON(x), 
id 
case II: X(77X) := -1 (Cij + 4all?~~j)[ij](~). 
i.J 
Proof. We apply Proposition 3E. For n = ph, the result follows from 
(4.6) and for QT = C+ f 1, it follows from (4.4). If rr = TV E U, (3.6) shows 
that r(n) = ha(n) and now (4.16) combined with (3.6) yields the statement. 
There exist some further relations between the columns aj”‘, ai”, and t,j 
which we now derive. 
PROPOSITION 4F. The columns ai”, al”, cij remain unchnnged, if i 01’ j is 
changed (mod 2”). If [i, j] and [i’,j’] are conjugate in N(S,), then Cij = lCi,j’ . 
Thus, 
case I: c,, 77 Cji = C-i-j,? = Cf,pi-j E C-;-j,j x Cj,-i-j) 
(4.17) 
Proof. The first statement is clear from the definitions, cf. the conven- 
tions concerning the use of the indices i, j in Section 1. If [i, j] and [C, i’] are 
conjugate in K(S,), then Aij = Ai,j, . By (4.13), we have ID?~ = wi*j, and 
hence cfj :z cirj, . In the case I, [ij] is conjugate to any of the characters in 
(4.10) with 1 = --i -j and in the case II, [ij] is conjugate to [j;]. ‘This 
yields Proposition 4F. 
PROPOSITION 4G. We have 
2ajl) = -a!) + 1 ct.-i-j - 1 Ci,& . 
L 1 
Proof. We can apply (4.16) for TV = CY? # 1. Since [i,,j](~~“) = [-“(i+‘), 
we find 
Moreover, if we replace -i -j byj, we have 
481/19/4-g 
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Thus, for G of type I or type II, we find 
x(&q L-z -c ci,c-- 71CL IIJ ._ pq, 1 *;“p. 
c,i 1 
On the other hand, by Proposition 4E for rr = o?, 
x(d~) = -C (a:) + a:)(2 i- 21’lq0)) [“j, 
where we used (2.6) and e,(a?) = 1. C om p aring the two results, we have 
E cij<-n(f-tj) = C (a:) + 2ay)) pj. 
: J 
Set 1;” = x. Since aA’) = at) = 0, our result has the form 
P-1 
1 (a:!) + 2ay’ - C Q-~-J d - C c~,-~ = 0. 
j;l 2 z 
(4.18) 
If a polynomial 
2m-1 
,; upj = f(x) 
vanishes for all 5” # 1, then f(x) = (x~~ - 1)/(x - 1) and hence all uj 
are equal. Thus, (4.18) yields 
a’?’ , -+ 2a!+’ - 2 ci,pzpj = -C ci,-i . 
1 L 
This proves Proposition 4G. 
We have a corollary. 
PROPOSITION 4H. Set A4 = 2-l. Then, for h E H, 
(0) = 
ah ~- G1.M (mod 2). 
For k E K, let k*, k** denote the two numbers -k/2, -k/2 + A/l (mod 2”). 
Then 
a;) z cM,M + c~*,~* + ck**,lC** (mod 2). 
Proof. Since all our columns are integral, it follows from Proposition 4G 
that 
a?) c T c~,-~+ + C c~,-~ (mod 2). 
z 
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Forj ~ h odd, each c,,, with r -+ s 7: -j (mod 2’“) occurs twice in the first 
sum, once for i r and once for i :mZ s (mod 2”‘). Forj 7 k even, the :same 
is true except when Y em s mm~z k* and when Y = s =: /sex (mod 2’“). Likewise, 
every term in the second sum occurs twice except co,, -: 0 and c.,~,,,~. This 
yields Proposition 4H. 
As an immediate consequence of Propositions 4F and 4G, we have 
I'ROPOSITION 41. Choose a system I” of pairs (i, j) such that the characters 
[i, j] of SO with (i, j) E V represent the classes of irreducible characters of S, 
conjqate in X(S,,) which do not contain n character of the ,form [I, I]. Denote 
by % the system of columns 
v 
{a$‘with 1 .5; n :..:’ 2”” - 1 ; b,; b,, with h E K; 
!c,,n z&h 1 :< n .;I 2’” - 1; cij with (i,j) E I’. 
Then the columns a!“’ a(l) b n> )‘3 
binations of columnsZi~ %. 
cij occurring in Proposition 4E are linear com- 
The particular choice of the set I/ will not matter. 11Te shall need the 
number I I/ I of elements of T;. 
I'ROPOSITIOn- 4J. With C as in Proposition 2.4, we hare 
1 (CASE I), 
/ p,,-1 _ 2"'+1 (CASE II). 
Indeed, by a well-known lemma, the number of conjugacy classes in N(S,,) 
consisting of elements of A’, is equal to the number of conjugacy classes in 
N(&) of irreducible characters of A’, . This can also bc checked easily 
directly in our present case. 
In Section 5 we shall determine the columns in Y;j explicitly (apart from 
certain & signs (which will be found later)). We shall need the inner products 
of two columns in %. 
PROPOSITION 4K. For columns inY,wehaee 
(41 3 a,,) = 4 + 46,,,, ) (6, , b,,) = 46,*,, , 
1 
6, (6 j) i (i', j') 
case I: (cii , c,rj,) = 7, (i,j) = (i', j') E b 
,s, i = j z i' =j', 
I 
2, (i j) f (i', j') 
case II: (cij , cifj,) = 3, (i,j) = (i’, j’) E V 
4, i _ 1’ = i’ _ 1”. 
48I/I9/4- 8* 
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All other inner products of colunms in %‘ vanish. A11 coluvms ill F are orthogonal 
to x(X).for A E G of odd order. 
Proof. It follows from the general theory that two columns of decomposi- 
tion numbers belonging to two different elements of Ii’ are orthogonal. Each 
such column is orthogonal to x(X) t ‘or X E G of odd order. Furthermore, 
Proposition 3D shows that, for /z E If, /L t 7 -, I .: ?z _ 2”’ -~- 1, WC’ have 
(b”((J”), b&y) =-- 2”’ ’ 1, (UP), b”(P)) :~~ pni3 (4.19) 
(j,(g), j”(&l)) :_ 2’11 "; (j,,(g), j,(&q) =-: --2”M; 
(jl(cy”), j,((p)) :; p-1 -+- 2”l. 
(4.20) 
It follows at once that all columns in V arc orthogonal to x(X) for X of odd 
order. Also, (4.5) shows that the columns b,. are orthogonal to 11, and cij 
since the latter columns can be expressed as linear combinations of columns 
of decomposition numbers belonging to elements n E L7 different from p”. 
Form (s:“‘, s/P’) using (4.1). B!- (4.20), wc have 
It follows from the definition of aj”’ in (4.2) that (ui”‘, al?‘) = 4 + 46,,, for 
0 < i, i’ < 2’“. 
By (4.5) and (4.19), we have 
for T, r’ E {0} u K. This yields (11, , 6,~) = 46,,,., . 
As shown by (4.20) b,(oc”) is orthogonal to b,(ol’“) + 2b1(0?) for 0 < n < 2”‘. 
Then, by (4.1) and (4.13) (s:‘, wij) =-I 0 and this implies (a,, cjj) = 0 for 
0 < 1’ < 2”“. 
Again, by (4.20), 
(b,(@‘“) + 2b,(a”), b,(@) + 2%(4) 
-- p+2 _ 4 2”11 + 4(22~1 + 2~) = 22mi+1, 
It now follows from (4.13) and (4.19) that 
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Suppose that G is of type I. Since ilij , Ai,,, are invariant in ;V(S,,) and since 
EL E C has six conjugates in X(S,,) and CZ~ has three conjugates, we can write 
this in the form 
(IU,~ , ILli’,‘) = c fm (2’“‘/6)(A;j ) Az,j*), (4.2 I [) 
where c does not depend on i, j, i’, and j’ and where the inner product of 
characters of S,, is defined in the usual manner. Then, by (4. I4), 
6(cij > ci,,,) = (4, t A,,,) - (fl00 , Ai,j,) - (Ajj ) A,,“) -t- (Afj , Aif,,). 
Hcrc A,,, = b[O, 0] and, for 0 < i < 2”‘, 
Llji = 2[i, i] $ 2[i, -2i] + 2[-2i, ;I 
while for (;,j) E V, /ljj is the sum of six distinct irreducible characters of S,, . 
Thus for 0 < i, j, i’, j’ < 271’, 
6(c,j ) c,,j,) =z 36 I (A?j ) Ai,,,), 
where (/lij , /l,,j,) = 0 for /lij # fl,,?, and (./lij , flLj) = 6 for (i,j) E J7 and 
(/lzi , /iii) :- 12. This shows that (cij , c;~,) has the values given in Proposi- 
tion 4K. 
The argument in the case II is analogous. In (4.21,), the denominator 6 
must be replaced by 2. SVe have fli, 7: [i, j] + [j, i]. Again, we obtain the 
values in Proposition 4K. 
5. THE EXPLICIT FORM 01: THE COLUMNS IN % 
LfTe shall now determine the columns in the set g in Proposition 41 cx- 
plicitly except for some i signs which will be found later. As before, G is 
either of type I and B = B, is a flat block, or G is of type II and B = B,(G). 
The method used is the same in both cases but it seems advisable to treat the 
cases separately. 
l\‘otation. We set M = 21rL-r. We often write ai for a:“’ and ci for c,; , 
The set V has been introduced in Proposition 41. If R E IC, we denote by lz” 
and k”” the two integers x between 0 and 2” for which 2x 1-7 --(mod 2”). 
These arc --k/2 + M and --k/2 + 2”‘. Note that the columns cii in ‘e 
appear in the form c.,, and ck* , cgt* with k E K. The characters in B will be 
denoted by xn , x(‘~), xl:‘, and xlj . If r is a column for B, wc denote by (r), , 
(r)(h), (r);:‘, and (T)~~ the coefficients of r for xn , xuL), x:‘, and xii , respectively. 
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Our main results for groups G of type I is: 
F’K~PCNTI~N 5% Let G be ~4 type I and let B denote a fiat 241ock. Then B 
cons7:sts of (2?“-1 + 3 211!‘1 -1 4)!3 characters. These can be denoted by xn , 
77 r- 0, 1, 2, 3, 4; ~(‘1) with 17 E Ii; xl:’ with k E K and n 0, 1, 2, 3 ; and 
xii with (i, j> t V in such a way that the ncmero coefjLients qf the columns in ?? 
are as follows. 
(4, = 6, 3 (cdl = --6, , (CM)2 =- s, , (C‘M)~~ = --6, , (CM)4 = 26,; 
(c,;*),, = 6, ) (cp), = 4, ) (cp), 2s, ) (qc*)(y .: “(y’, (c,<*y =-- -y; 
(CL**)<, = 6,) (c,c**)l : -s, , (cp), --: 26, ) (cii**)y := S:“‘, (c,;**)p z-s;““; 
(c& = 6, , (cij)l = 4, ) (c&’ 2-m 2s, , (CiJi, =-= 6”. 
(h E II, k E K, (ij) t I’). Here S,, , 6 S(l) St:‘, S* denote signs &II (which wi1Z , 
he determined later). The intqeeevs k*, k * x hre to be taken in a suitable order. 
Proof. (a) We shall use Proposition 41< throughout without referring to it 
explicitly. Because of the orthogonality with x(l), none of the columns 
a, b, and c can have a single nonzero coefficient. If there are exactly two 
nonzero coefficients, these have opposite signs. 
Since (b, , 6,) = 4, the column b, has four nonzero coefhcients and each 
of them is & 1. Denote by x0 , x1 , x2 , ~,a the four characters x E B for which 
(b,), = il. 
It follows from Propositions 4C and 4H that each ah with h E H and cJI 
have odd coefficients for x0 , x1 , x2 , xe and even coefficients for all other 
,y E B. Since (oh, aA) = (c, , c,~,) == 8, the odd coefficients are &l and each 
of the columns has exactly one coefficient 12 while all the remaining coeffi- 
cients are 0. Denote by x-r the character of B for which c,,r has a coefficient 
26, with S, = $1. Likewise, denote by x VI) the character of B for which oh 
has a coefficient 2W) =: *2. 
We show that x11 + x(“). Indeed, if we had x4 == xc”) for some h E H, then, 
as (al, , c,,,) = 0, we find 
(do(do + (4(c~A i- (ahMcA + (ahMcd3 f 4 = 0. 
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This implies that either (a,,), = -(c,%,), for n =: 0, 1, 2, 3 or (a,), = (c~,{)~ 
for n ==~ 0, I, 2, 3. It follows that ah + c,,~ or a, - cM has a single nonzero 
coefficient. This is impossible. Thus, x(“) =/ x1 . 
IVe set (a,), = 6, for n == 0, 1, 2, 3. Th en 6, = +I and a, has the form 
given in Proposition 5A. Since a, , b,, , c,,, are mutually orthogonal, one can 
choose the indices 0, 1, 2, 3 in such a manner that b, and c,,, also have the form 
given in Proposition 5A (\Ve could even have required 6 = 1.) 
,4t this stage, we do not know that ,$‘<) -# x ck’) for h, 1~’ E EI with h # h’. 
If WTC set 1) = (a,, -- a,,)j2, we have 
(117 1)) = 2, (9, a,) r= 2, (I), r) == 0, (5.1) 
for r E V? - {ah , al,,}. Apart from zero-coefficients, 1) has one coefficient 1 
and one coefficient - 1. The two corresponding coefficients u, z‘ of ah must 
satisfy ZI - v = 2 and each r E ‘V - {a7, a,,,> has two equal coefficients for 
the two characters in question. 
Take lz 1, h’ = 3. 1Ve shall prove the following remark. 
Remark I. We have one of the following three cases: 
(i) We have x(i) # x(a), S(l) = 8’) and, for each column r in 
% .- (a, , a.J, we have (r)(l) = (r)c3). 
(ii) \Vc have x (1) zz x'3', 6, = -*, ) and (r), =:: (r), for every column 
r t ci; - {ai , a,). 
(iii) ‘IVe have x(i) = xc3), 6, = -S, , and (c)i =m: (r);! for every column 
r E % ~ {a, , a,>. 
Indeed if x(l) # xc3’, then (n)(l) = S(l), (r))(“) = -Sc3) and these are the 
two nonzero coefficients of 11. This leads to the case (i). 
On the other hand, if x(l) = ~(~1, th e t wo nonzero coefficients of n must 
occur for two of the characters x0 , xi , x2 , x3 , say for xs and xt . Then 
(s)s = (a,), = 6,) (oh = (%h = 6, 
and hence 6, -= -S, . Moreover, for all columns r E V - {a, , a3} we have 
(r), = (r), . Taking r == 6, and r = c,v, , we see that we either have {s, t> = 
{0, 3) or {s, t> = (1, 2). This leads to the cases (ii) and (iii), respectively. 
(b) Consider now the columns ak and 6,: with k E K. If we set 3 = 
a, :I!: 6,, , then 3 is orthogonal to 6, and c,v, and (al , 3) = 4. Usin;: the 
information we have on a, , b, , and cM , we find 
*0(3h + *1(3)1 = U3)2 + S,(3), = 2 - 8Y3Y1', (54 
h(3)" - 83(3)3 = &2(3)2 - h(3), = -U3h * (5.3) 
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It follows from Proposition 4C that 3 -: I~,, (mod 2). Thus, 3 has odd co&i- 
cients for x0 , xL , xa , x3 and even coefficients for all other x E B. Now, 
(3, 3) 12. Hence the odd coefficients are 1~ I or $3. If 3 occurs, the other 
odd coefficients are i 1 and the even coefficients are 0. ‘Ihcn (3)r 0 and 
(5.3) leads to a contradiction. Thus, (3),, , (3)r , (3)2, (3)a are all j-1. Two 
of the even coefficients are *2 and the others are 0. 
If (3), ~~~ 26,Z with I = &I, then we claim that 
Indeed, (5.3) yields the values of (3)” , (3)3 , (3)s , (3)r and then (3)(r) is obtained 
from (5.2). 
Lye must here have case (ii) or case (iii) in Remark 1, since otherwise 
(3)‘“’ _ (3)(l) = rim2 and (3, 3) > 12, a contradiction. In particular, 
x’l’ _ (3) x . 
On the other hand, if (3)r m: 0, then by (5.2) and (5.3), 
‘a(3)” z s3(3)3 ) %(3)1 y- U)a T I”‘“’ _ 2 - &,(3),, - W3)1 . 
Taking r = 3 in Remark 1, we see that cases (ii) and (iii) are impossible; 
we have Case (i) and x(l) :- xf3). Since (3)oJ ,f- *4, we cannot have (3),) :- -6,) , 
(3)r -6, . Hence, for 1 =: 0, WC have one of the three casts: 
(2) (3h = 8” , Ml = 6, > (3)2 ~~ 8, 1 (3)n 6, ) (3L 0, (3)‘l’ -= W”’ = 0; 
(3) (3)” >= ‘11 r (3)l = psl) (3)2 == -‘2 9 (3)3 s,, (j)* = O,(3)(1) -< (3)‘“’ ~~= 26”‘; 
(4) (3)” = -S,,,(& z S,,(j)2 = S,,(3):3 -L(j)* = 0, (3)“’ 2 (3)‘“’ -= 2W’. 
In the cases (I), (3), and (4), all nonzcro coefficients of 3 appear among the 
given coefficients. 
izpply this now to the two columns 3i a,; + bij and 3:! ~~ iI,- ~~ b,, and 
note that (3r , 3.J = 4. 
If x(l) m== xc”), both 3r and jz arc of type (I) and since they are distinct, VW 
must hav-e I : I for one and 1 -7~ - 1 for the other one. Rut then (3i , 3J 
-4, a contradiction. 
Thus, ,$l) f ,$a) and both 3r , 32 arc of one of the ty-pes (2), (3), and (4). 
Again, aI f 3s . Suppose first that one of the columns is given by (3) and 
the other is given by (4). Since 2a,, = 3r -I- 32 , we have (a,.)“’ : (a,,)‘“) == 26(l). 
Necessarily, all other coefficients of a, vanish. However, then the two non- 
zero coefficients of a, must have opposite v-alues, a contradiction. 
It follows that at least one of the columns 3r , 3a is given by (2). If the other 
column is of the form (3) or (4), then as all its nonzero coefficients are 
accounted for, we find (3r , 3J = 0, a contradiction. 
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Thus, both columns 3r , j2 are of type (2). As 2a,, :- 3i + 3% and 26,: z_ 
j1 - 3? , we find 
(a,), = 6, , ~~k)7l = 0 for n == 0, 1, 2, 3 (5.4) 
and (a,:), :- (bk.)i = 0. As (b, , b,) = 4, there exist four characters xv’, xi”), 
X‘y ), x3 (‘%) for which b,; has nonzero coefficients. These characters must be 
different from x0 , x1 , xn , x3 , x.r . Since each (bk)ij” :L y 1, by (4C), (ak)i/’ 
is odd. It is now clear that ak has eight coefficients f 1 besides zero coefficients. 
Set (a,,):“” z 8:’ z &I. Since (a,< , 6,) = 0, for suitable indexing of the 
characters x61,), we have 
(a7J pl 7 (b,%)F) = S(Tii) for Y = 0, 1; (a,)::) = -(bb)(TII) .‘. 8::) for Y 2, 3. 
Consider now a column oh with 11 E H. Since (ali , b,;) = 0, and since the 
nonzero coefficients of ah occur for x0 , xi , x2 , x3 and x(“), (5.4) implies that 
$li) is different from xr (“) for Y == 0, I, 2, 3. It now follows from (ql , a,,.) =~~ 4 
and (5.4) that 
This implies (a,& r= 6, for n = 0, 1, 2, 3 and all h t H. If h’ E H, h’ 7~ h, 
set 11 = (an - ah,)j2. As in (5.1) (I), 1~) = 2. It is now clear that the cocffi- 
cients + 1 and - 1 of 1) occur for xth), x(/l”. Necessarily, xCh) f x(~~‘), (1~)‘~) -2 
W’, (1)) (b’) =z -a(“‘) and hence 6 ch) = P’). We have now seen that the 
characters x c71) with h E Hare distinct and that 8ch’ = S(l). 
In fact, we have shown now that the columns ah , a, , b, , b,G , and cM have 
the form given in Proposition 5A, except that we do not know yet that, for 
k, k’ t K and k # Ii’, the characters xi:’ are different from the characters 
(A’) ,r ) Y 0 :; n, Y ;< 3. 
(c) 1Ve now turn to the columns ck’ , c,,*= for k E K. By Proposition 4H, 
a?; =-- c.,~ + ck* + ck** , mod 2. 
The results of part (b) show that (c,*), :C (c~;**)~ (mod 2) for all 2 E B with the 
exception of x = x:), xi“), xF), xi&‘. Since (c,* - ck** , cl,.* - c,**) = 4, the 
column c,~* - c,<** has coefficients i 1 for the characters x’,p’ and coefficients 0 
for all other x E B. Set 
-Yl == {x0 , xl , x2 , x3 , x4}, X2 = {xb”‘, x:“‘, ,$‘, $}, X3 = B - Xl - A-, . 
(5.5) 
Let c be one of the columns c &*, c,;** and denote by si the sum of the terms 
cX2 extended over x E Xi , (i = 1, 2, or 3). Since (c, c) = 8, we have 
s1 + sp + sa = 8. 
By what we have seen above concerning c,;* , cJ+ , sr and s3 have the same 
\-alue for both choices of c. The same is then true for sa It is now also clear 
that sz 1: 2. Hence s, . . 6. 
Since (c.,, , c) :- 6, we have 
UC),, - UC), -It UC), - UC), + 2%(c), = 6. (5.6) 
The sum of the first four terms on the left is even and as sr -g 6, it is less than 
6. Also, 1(c), / :< 2. It follows that we must have one of the two cases 
(A) (c).1 = 6,; 
(B) (c)? :: 26,. 
In the case (A4), we find sr d 5 and, in the case (B) WC find ~r , 6. Since 
PI, I c) 0, 
This implies that sz is even. It follows that s2 = 2 and that sa .; 1, si 5 or 
sI z-: 6. 
Finally, as (q , c) ==~ (a,: , c) = 0, we lind 
In particular, all (c)(II) with Iz E II are equal. As s:r < 1 and / II ~ ~-: 2”’ l ;; 2, 
me have (c)ch) = 0. It now follows from (5.7), (5.8), and s, == 2 that either 
(c)r) _ (c)i”’ 7z 0 or (c)r’ = (c)p’ == 0. \$ ‘e cannot have the same case hcrc 
for both c = ck* and c = c,;~* . If we interchange k* and k** if necessary, 
we may assume that we have the former cast for cg* and the latter case for 
ckr* . Since we may still interchange ,yF) with xp) and also x?) with xr), n-e 
see that we may assume that 
(c ,*p = p (c .*)(I;) _ qp. b ,I 0 > L 1 1 a (Ck’)f) 1 (c,*)j;’ -:: 0, 
(5.9) 
&**)(y = (c,;**)y := 0; (c,**)l”) = SF), (qc**)!f’ -= -sy. 
Since (c)ch) = 0, it follows from (5.8) and from (c, b,) = 0 that 
&AC”) = -UC), 1 S,(c), = -MC), * 
Now, (5.6) reads 
S,(c), + Se(4.L + S,(c), = 3. 
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As si ::: 6, in the case (A) necessarily S,(c), = S,(c), = 1 while in the case (B), 
one of S,(c), , S,(c), is 1 and the other is 0. 
\I’e have now shown that the following remark applies. 
Remark 2. If k E K then for c = c ,r* or cB** WC have one of the following 
three cases: 
(A) (c), = S,i; (c)a = S, , (c)i z= -S, , (c), =: 6, , (c)a = -S;; 
(B,) (c)~ = 26,; (c), = S,,, (c)i = -S,, (c)a = (c)a y= 0; 
(B,) (c), = 26,; (C)” = (c)1 = 0, (c)p = 6, ) (c), -= -s,. 
We have the same of these three cases for clFt and ck*ti . 
In the cast (A), we have sr = 5 and hence sa = 1. Thus, there exists 
exactly one character x E Xa for which c, f 0 and then c, = +I. In the 
cases (B), no such x exists since here si = 6. 
12:~ can now answer the question left open at the end of part (6) by showing 
that if k, I E K and k # 1, then the four characters xi:’ are distinct from the 
four characters x t X2 . It suffices to show that (6,), = 0 for x E X2 . 
Let c he one of the columns ck* , c,;** . Then (c, 6,) == 0. 1Ve have (6,), =: 0 
for x E -Yi . As we have seen, there exists at most one character x E S, with 
c, -,i- 0 and then c, = +l. Since 1(6,), 1 :;I 1, it follows from (5.9) that 
On the other hand, (6, , a,C 5 6,.) == 0. Since (6,), == 0, for x E Xi , this 
yields 
It is now clear that (6Jlb’ -7: 0 for 0 :$ n < 3 as we wished to show. 
TVe have now shown that the columns cth , a, , 6, , 6, , cM have the form 
given in Proposition (5A). The same will hold for c~* and c~** , if we can rule 
out the cases (A) and (B,) in Remark 2. 
(d) We exclude the case (A). Suppose that, for some k E K, we have 
case (A) for c~. , clc** . As we have seen, there exists a unique character x = xs 
in S, for which (c,*), # 0. Then (c~*)~ == (c,**), = 6, = h-1. 
If 1 E K and I # k and if I*, I** have the same significance for 1 as k*, k** 
have for k, we have (c,* , c,*) = 6. It follows that, for cl* , we have again 
case (A) and that (c,*& = (cl**)5 = 6, . Thus, 
(c,*), = (Ck**& = 6, = &II for all k E K. 
Consider now a column c,, with (i, j) t I - and set 1) c!, * - c,, for some 
fixed h E K. Then (11, 11) 3 and 1) has three coefficients ~~1 in addition to 
zero coefficients. Since (11, c,*) =m= 2, exactly two of the coefficients 
are & 1. Suppose (1~)~ + 0. Since (11, c,~, + b,,) m_ 0, we have 
S”(V), - %(lJ), -= h(l))2 - %(v)r = --64(!lh. 
It follows that necessarily all (11) n occurring here are 0. Likcwisc, as (11, 6,;) Emmy 0, 
both (1~):’ and (1~)~“’ must bc zero and we have a contradiction. 
Thus, (11)~ = 0 and hence we have 
(CA = (G*)r, = (c,**)s for all (i, j) E V. 
UTe now see from Proposition 4F that (c!,); z 6, for all i, j with 0 5.; i, 
j < 2”’ except when both i and j arc divisible by 2”f+1 r-1 111. Also, we have 
Then, forj + 0 (mod M), we have 
while for j :m= 0 and j = ill, the left side vanishes. Now Proposition 4G 
yields 
(ny’), == 6, for j + 0 (mod 11Q, (a;;‘), = (a;‘)5 = 0. 
Finally, by Proposition 4B, 
(b,(4), := 0, (h,(a)), == -1 S,[J $ 6, -I- s,p = 0. 
i 
However, since a belongs to the center of S, this is impossible by the general 
theory [5b,Proposition 4C]. Hence we cannot have case (A) for cli* in Remark 2. 
Suppose that we have case (B,) for some fixed k. We interchange x0 with 
xs , x1 with x3 altering our notation accordingly. If we replace 6 by -S, the 
form of the columns ah , a, , b,) , 6, , cX, is preserved, but we now have case 
(B,) for c,.* . Then the nonzero coefficients of c, * , c,:** occur for x E X1 u X, . 
Consider now an element I f k of K and let again Z*, I** have the same 
significance for I which k*, I<** have for Ir. If we had case (II,) for cl* , we 
would find (cl,* , c,*) = 4 while we know that (c,* , c,*) -= 6. Thus, we have 
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case (Br) for cl* , cl*+ for all 1 E K. Taking (5.9) into account, we see that all 
these columns have the form given in Proposition 5-4. 
(c) It remains to determine the columns cij with (i,j) E V. We begin 
with a remark. 
Remark 3. Let r be a column which is orthogonal to the columns oiL , 
ai: , b, , 6, , c,:* , c,+ for all h E H, I2 E K. Then 
Indeed, r then is orthogonal to the columns 
% f &I , Sb, -I- lli; f hi; 5 2c,* ) c,;* - c,<** b, . 
The statements are obtained by using the parts of Proposition 5A already 
established. 
Take r = c,vi - cii . Then (r, r) = 3 so that r has three coefficients &I 
besides zero-coefficients. Then Remark 3 applies to r. In addition, as 
(r, c,,~ * b,,) =~: 2, we have 
S,(r), - S,(r), = 1 - S,(r), = S,(r), - S,(r), . 
Since all [ H 1 = 21n-l coefficients (r)ch) are equal, they are zero, since othcr- 
wise at least one of (c)a , (r), and one of (r), , (r), would be different from 
zero and r would have more than three nonzero coefficients. Thus, (r)p’ = 0 
and then S,(r), + S,(r), = 0. Now, Remark 3 yields SF’(r):’ + S?‘(r)?) = 0. 
Since then all four :(r)if’ 1 with 0 :< n z-z 3 are equal, they are zero. Hence 
S,(r), + S,(r), = 0 and then S,(r), = - 1, S,(r), = 1. Necessarily, (r), = 
(r)r = (r), = 0. 
Since cij == c.,~ - r, wc obtain 
(‘i;)O = ‘0 > (cij)l l’ -sl 7 (Cij)z =’ 0, (Cij)g = 0, (Cjj)g = 264, 
(Cij)(h) = 0, (Cij)f’ = 0 for 12 = 0, 1, 2, 3. 
As (cij , cij) = 7, there exists a unique character xrj E B different from the 
characters x,~ with 0 :g n ::. 4, xc”), x:” with 0 < Y < 3 for which xij has 
a nonzero coefficient Sij . Necessarily, Sij = fl. If (i’, j’) E F and (i,.j) # 
(i’,j’), we have (c,j - ci*j, , cij - cirj,) = 2. Then cij - cirj, has a coefficient 
-I+ 1 and a coefficient - 1 besides zero-coefficients. This implies xij f xl’j’ 
and Sij = S,fj, . Set 6’ -= Sij for a fixed (i,j) E V. Then all columns cij have 
the form given in Proposition 5A. 
Finally, if there existed a character N E B different from the characters 
listed in Proposition 5A, all columns in % have zero-coefficients for x. By 
Proposition 4G, (at’), = 0 and by Proposition 4B, b,(x), = h,(n), ~ 0. 
As ne have already used, this is impossible [Sb, Proposition 4C]. -Ko such x 
can exist and the proof of Proposition 5A is complete. LYc prove a mimber of 
corollaries. 
PHOPOSITION 511. Jf G and B are ns in Proposition 5A and if A is an element 
of G of odd order, then, for all h E H and all k E A’, u;e hazle 
6(,X()(h) 4 6,x1(h) : 6,x2(X) -; S3xn(X) r= -s”‘p’(h), 
&,x0@) - J%x:O) -y %X*(4 ~ %x1(4 = --S,X&$ 
X;)(h) >I x4i’)(h) zz E(X) .I j xi”‘(X) = x.i”‘(X) A-: x2(h), 
X2x2(X) ~ &x3(X) L- S*,yi,(h) (for (i,j) t 1’). 
T?BIS, x’“)(X) does not depend on II, xf’(X) does not depend on k, and all xLj(X) 
are equal. In particular, all this applies for h =: I. 
Proof. We can apply Remark 3 in part (d) of the proof of Proposition 5A 
to r = x(A). This yields the first line of equations in Proposition 5B. Since 
(r, cM & 66,) -: 0, we obtain the equations of the second line. If we combine 
this with Remark 3, we find 
&..(A) = Soxo(X) -.I. S4x4(h) = -S~‘x(yqh) = --6$0)(h), 
6,x2(X) 2: 6,x1(h) - S4x4(X) = --syxf’(h) := --S&..)(h). 
In particular, this holds for h --: 1. Since x( I ) > 0 for all nonzero characters, 
we must have 
8 
3 
_ -s(a) _1 -p 
0 2 Y 
6, ~~~_ -p _ m_.s(d 
1 3 (5.10) 
and substituting this above, we obtain the equations of the third line of 
Proposition 5B. Finally, (r(X), ci3) = 0 for (i,j) E 7’. This yields 
On combining this with the equations for -S&h) already proved, we obtain 
the last part of Proposition 5B. 
We note the Eq. (5.10). 
PROPOSITION 5C. In Proposition 5A, we haae 
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\$‘e can use Proposition 4G to determine the columns al” and can then 
apply Proposition 4E. In particular, we can find x(n) for all x E B and all 
7~ t 17 and hence for all 7r t S - (11. 1Ge shall carry this out only for some 
of the characters and for x = 01~~ $- 1. 
We first note that combination of (4E) for 7~ L- oi71 ;‘- 1 with Proposition 4G 
yields 
2x(#) :-: -C a:“)(2 - p( 1)) 5”” - C ci,- i-j~( 1) <jn -t 1 ci,- I~( 1) C 5’“. 
j i,j 1 3 
The last sum on the right vanishes. If we replacej by -(i -i-j) in the second 
sum and use p(l) 7~ 1 + tq (cf, (2.6)) we obtain 
x(dL) = (Eq -- I)/2 C aj”)<j” - (cq + 1)/2 C cij<~(iii)~Z. (5.11) 
i i.j 
We now prove the following: 
PHOPOSITION 5D. Let G and B be as in Proposition 5A and let q denote 
the charactersitic number. If a? f 1, we have 
X0(““) = so > Xl(“n) = --SlsL X’“‘(“n) _ gclyeq - 1) pn, 
&(a”) = 6, > x3(a”) = --6,q, for n odd, 
x2(&n) = -S,(l -+ 2q), x,(cP) = 6,(2 + cq), for n ez’en. 
Proof. For x = x0 , we have (ay’)o = So forj f 0 (mod 2”“) and (c~?)~ = So 
except when i = j R 0 (mod 2”), cf. Propositions 5A and 4F. Since at) = 0, 
C ~~ 0, we find for 71 + 0 (mod 2”) that 00  
; (ajo))oen -I- So = So 1 5’” = 0, c (~ij)opi-t~)n + so _ 1 go~-ci-lm = 0 
j i.i i.i 
Kow, (5.11) yields 
X0(““) = -(%P)(q - 1) + (s$)(Eq + 1) -== so. 
Likewise 
X1(4 = -(W)(Eq - 1) - (sJ2)(Eq + 1) = -+q. 
In the case of x = )\v8 , Proposition 5A in conjunction with Proposition 4F 
shows that the only nonzero terms in the second sum on the right side of 
(5.11) are obtained for i == j = 2nL-1, for i = 2+r, j =: 0, and for i = 0, 
j = 2mpl. In each of these cases, we have (cij)* = 6, . In the first case, 
[~(~+j)~~ = 1 and in the two other cases tm(i+j)n = (-1)“. Thus 
X2(4 = +,P)(~q - 1) - c&P)(~q + 1)(1 + 2(- 1)“). 
This yields the values of xz(a71) g iven in the proposition. An analogous 
discussion yields the equations 
from which wc obtain the remaining statements in Proposition 5D. 
If wc apply (5.1 I) to the characters x6”‘, x?), in the second sum only the 
three terms with i := /z+‘, j ~ 12* (mod 2”‘), with i : k”, j ~-- 2kX /r 
(mod 2”‘) and with i -2/z* ~~~~ k, j k” (mod 2”$) have to he considered 
(cf. Propositions 5A and 4F). Taking Proposition 5C into account, vvc find 
An analogous argument yields 
xy(&,‘) : 4S2/2)(q - l)[“‘” - (s.,/2)(Ey !~ l)(<“” -; 2<“*‘). (5.13) 
If WC replace k” by lz”” on the right in (5.12) and (5.13), we obtain x:“‘(cx”) 
and x:“‘(cL’“), respectively. 
As a final corollary, we prove 
PROPOSITION 51:. In the case of Pmposition 5‘4, we haze 
xn(l) -- s,, 7 2’“‘~16”(1 ~ 6) (mod P” I). 
Proof: It follows from Propositions 4E and 5A that ,y,,(#) 7 (b,),, ~- SS,, . 
Again, by Propositions 4F and 4G, for j ;” 0 (mod ,?I,), vve find 
This is still true for j :- 0 (mod 2”‘). Th en Proposition 4E shows that for 
T-T E U, WC have 
X0(“) = -6°C’ [i,.il(4 
where in the sum, ;,j range over 0, 1, 2,..., 2”’ ~ 1 with the exception of the 
values i = j = 0. Since then [i, j] ranges over all nonprincipal irreducible 
characters of S, and since QT 7,. 1, we find x0(n) S,, . 
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There are 22Jn-1 elements of order 2 rn+r in S and these are conjugate to some 
p’l with !/ E H [6]. All other elements of S - { 11\ are conjugate either to some 
~11 AL= 1 or to some v E t7. Now the orthogonality relations for the characters 
of S vield 
x,)( 1) +- p”‘-ls”~ + (221,1! 1 - 22rn+l - 1 yj, G 0 
and the statement is evident. 
(mod 22”Z+1) 
\Ye shall next prove the corresponding results for groups G of type II and 
B,, = B”(G). The result is similar to Proposition 5A. While it is possible 
to give a simpler proof here, it will be more convenient to use the same method 
as in the case of Proposition 5A and to refer to the old proof menticlning 
some modifications and simplifications. Our result here is: 
PROPOSITION 5G. Let the group G be of type II and let B be the principal 
block Of G. Then B consists of 2 2~1 + 2+1 characters. These can be denoted by 
x,, , x1 , xa , x3; x(?L) with h E H; $I, xy’, &‘, xi”’ with k E K; xI, with (i, j) E V 
in such a way that the nonzero coejicients of the columns of the system % are as in 
Proposition 5A with the coeficients corresponding to x4 removed. The number 
1 T,- : has here the value 2zrr’ l - 2m-1 (Proposition 4J). The notation is as in 
Proposition 5A. In particular, 6, , 6, ,..., 6” are signs. 
Proof. (a) The argument in part (a) of the proof of Proposition 5A 
can be applied again. Since (c,\[ , c,\,) = 4, the only nonzero coefficients of c,M 
appear for x,, , x1 , xZ , x3; there is no character x1 . Again, the indexing can 
be chosen in such a manner that the columns a, , b,, , c,,~ have the form given 
in Proposition 5G. Remark 1 remains valid. 
(b) Again, the argument is analogous to that in the proof of Propos,ition 
5A, In (5.3) (3)4 is to be replaced by 0 and we find 
U3),, -= U3)3 > U3)l x S2(3)2 .
Columns 3 of type (1) cannot occur here. We conclude again that the columns 
ah , us , 6, , 6, , cM are as given in Proposition 5A with x4 missing and with 
the exception mentioned at the end of part (b) of the proof of Proposition 5-4. 
(c) As in the case of Proposition 5A, (c,, - qtf, c,,* - c,,*) -= 4. 
Again, q,* - cl+* has coefficients &I for the four characters xr), xp), xr), xf’ 
and zero-coefficients for all other x E 13. In our present case, (c,, , c,*) = 
(c,*, , c,(**) = 4. We see here that cA* and cI;** each has four nonzero coeffi- 
cients and that these are $1. It follows from (c,~,,  b,,) = (c,., , ui,) 2: 0 and 
(C ,,* , c,,,) = 2 that 
4,(%*)0 + sl(c,c*) = S,(c,*), + s3(ck*)3 = -syc,~*)(~~‘, 
s”(c,~*), - 83(cT<*)3 = S2(Ck*)2 - tqc,;*) == 1. 
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The equations in the lower line show that cL* and hence ciXi has at least two 
nonzcro coefficients for characters x(, , xi , ,yz , x.. It is then clear that c,,, 
has nonzero coefficients for two of the characters xi:), ,yF’, xt), XJ) and that 
c,,** has nonzero coefficients for the other two of these characters. 1Ioreover 
c,+ has nonzero coefficients for exactly two of the characters x,, , xi , xi , x:3 . 
Since four nonzero coefficients of ckV are accounted for, necessarily 
(c,,.*)(~ll = 0, s,,(c,;*)” $- s,(c,L*), S,(c,;*), t S:,(cp), == 0. 
We then have one of the following two possibilities: 
Plh (h*)o = 6, 1 (%*)I -6, > (CL-)? (c;,*):s = 0 
(I&),, (c,,& z-z (c,;*)l = 0, (h.), L 8, , (c,;*),, 4, 
We define the Sii’ as in the proof of Proposition 5A and again, we may assume 
that (5.9) holds. 
If 1 E K and I -L /x, WC see here at once from the orthogonality of 6, to 
a,, 0 i > c/t* I c,+ that (b,),, (‘) ~~ 0 for 0 II ..;l 3. This implies that the four 
characters xi:’ arc different from the four characters xi:‘. 
15;e have (c,(-, CL*) == 2 for l* ~~~ 1’2 (mod 3m- I). We conclude that we 
have the same Case (I~,),, or (B,)n f or all h F K. If we should have case (B,),, , 
interchange x0 and ,yz , xi and x3 , and 6 and -8. \Ve then see that the part of 
Proposition 5G already established is not affected and that we now have 
case (B,),, . Thus, we may assume that the columns ci, I , c~** all have the form 
stated with x4 removed. 
(d) This step does not occur here. 
(c) Again, Remark 3 remains valid, if we set (r)r 0. 
Take r = c,,~ - cij with (i,j) E I’. Again, (r, r) -= 3, (r, c,,r + 66,J ~- 2. 
This !-ields 6,(r),, - 6,,(r),, :: 1. Ag ain, Remark 3 applies and yields (r)(h) = 0 
and 
h(r), -S&h 7 S,(r), ~~. -&Jr), . 
Since (r)r is to be replaced by 0, we see that we must have (r),, = 0, (r)r 22 0 
since otherwise r has more than three nonzero coefficients. It follows that 
(r), =. 4, , (r)z = 6, . All (r)::’ are 0. 
Since ci, = c,\[ - r, we find 
(C,j)fJ ‘: sO 3 (&)I = --6, , (Cij), - ’ 03 (CiJ3 =: 0, 
(Cii)(h) _ 0, (&)l”’ = (Cij)i”’ := (&’ = (c,)a”’ : 0. 
As (cii , cij) =: 3, there must again exist a character xij E B different from the 
characters discussed so far for which cij has a coefficient &I. We can then 
finish our proof in the same way as in the case of Proposition 5A. 
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We may also prove the analogous of Propositions 5B and 5C in our present 
case. The only change is that we have to replace x4 by 0. In particular, for 
/\ E G of odd order, 
4,X”@) = ~3X3m SlXl(4 = S,x“(4. 
For h = 1, this yields S, = 6, , 6, = 6, since xn( 1) > 0. 
Since B is the principal block, the principal character is a character x E B. 
Then, by Proposition 4E with 7 = oi”, h = 1 and (2.6), 
1 = -2 ((ajy, t- (l&(1 + E4)) i’“. 
This holds for all n + 0 (mod 2”). A n e ementary argument used in the proof 1 
of Proposition 4G shows that, for 0 < j < 2”, 
(aju)x -1 (a$l’)x(l + q) = 1. (5.14) 
The same argument can be used for the character w E B in Propositions 2E 
and 2F. Since w has degree p and is trivial on (a), we find here 
4 = -c ((a,“)uJ + (al-“)Jl + q)) i’“. 
It follows that, for 0 < j < 2”, 
(ajo’), + (a:“)& + ~4) = 4. (5.15) 
The Eqs. (5.14) and (5.15) imply that, for 0 <j < 2”, we have (a,“), # 0, 
(a?)), # 0. Now, Proposition 5G shows that x and w are necessarily two of 
the characters xn , 0 < n < 3. 
On the other hand, we apply Proposition 4G to find (a?‘), . The columns 
cii with i + j (mod 2”) and (i, j) # I’ are obtained from the others by means 
of Proposition 4F; coo = 0. We then have, for 0 <j < 2”, 
(aj-l))o = -So/2 + 2%,/2 - (2"" - 1) So/2 = 0, 
(P), = -S,/2 - 2Q,/2 + (2n - 1) S,/2 = -s, . 
If we observe that c&{,~~ occurs in the second sum in Proposition 4G, we find, 
for 0 < j < 2”, 
(a(!‘) I 2 = -8 2 /2 - 6 2 /2 = -2 2, (a’!‘) 3 3 = -S 3 /2 + 6 3 /2 = 0. 
Kow, (5.14) shows that the principal character is either x,, or ,ye and that we 
must have (a?‘), ~- 1 for 0 < j < 2”‘. Since S,, m: S, , we find S, ~= S, = 1 
and x0( I) -2 y.%(l) == 1. Th’ is already implies that w, of dcgrcc y, is either 
x1 or xs . This can also be seen from (5.15) which shows that 8, -: 6, --•. 
\I:e can prove that actually x0 is the principal character. Since wc have 
case II, vve map assume that (r, t 1,’ in Pq(JSitiOn 211. As (ai”)x ~~ 0, 
Proposition 4E yields 
xn(ul) = -C (cij)3[i,j](ul) ~ S,,[ill, iIf] ~~. -6:) == -1 
i,l 
which shows that x0 and not x3 is the principal character. Also, since (h,),, 0 
for k E K and (I& == S,S 6, Proposition 4E shows that 1 : ,yo(p) ~~ 6. 
It now follows from the analoguc of Proposition 5B that, for X = 1, we have 
1 - '4 _ -~'l'x"L'(l), --ty - I = S#/y;,( 1). 
Hence, Sll) --~ c, x(“)(l) = 4 ~ E, 6” = -E, xii(I) = 4 + l . 
1Ve collect our results 
PROPOSITION 5H. Jf G is of type II with the characteristic number q and 
if R is the principal block, then in Proposition 5G, x0 is tile principal character. 
We have 
For elements h of G of odd order, we have 
x0(X) = x3(h) = x:;“‘(x) : ,y(x) --= I, 
Xl(X) = X2(h) = x’:“‘(X) := x!y(X) == o,(h), 
x’“‘(A) =: w(h) - t, Xii(h) = w(h) -t E 
(h E H, k E K, (i,j) E V). In particuluv, 
X”(1) = x3(l) =- x:;“‘(l) -= x$“(l) -= 1, 
Xl(l) == x2(1) = xi”‘(l) =~.. &j(l) := q, 
x”y]) =; (1 - E, &,(I) = g-I E. 
Since N = C(t) is of type II, our results apply for B,(N). In particular, the 
only odd degrees of characters in B,(N) are 1 and q as was stated in the intro- 
duction. 
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Using Proposition 4E, we can determine the value of the characters ;y E B 
for all elements of S. If v is known, we can also obtain the values of x for 
conjugacy classes consisting of elements of even order. \I’e state here only 
the following result which will be needed later. 
Proof. FVe can apply (5.11) (which h Id o s in our present case). Taking 
?z ~= ,IZ, 01~~ = E, we obtain the values of ~(0 given above. 
LVe may assume that ,.$i E C. Then Proposition 4E yields 
Here, the second sum is 0 as WC see when we replace J’ by --i - j. Again, 
we obtain the values of x((r) given in Proposition 51. 
6. THE DEGREES OF THE CHARACTERS AND THE ORDER OF G 
\l:e shall assume in this section that G is of type I with the characteristic 
number q and that B = B, is a flat 2-block of G. We shall first use [3b, 
Proposition 41. If T is an element of S which is not conjugate to its inverse, 
if b&n) is a corresponding column of decomposition numbers, then 
where the sum extends over the character x of B. If a column r is a linear 
combination of columns b”(x), it follows that 
c r,x(5)“/xU  = 0. (6.1) 
In particular, we may take r as p” with h E N or r as a power A? different 
from 1 and 6 since these n are not conjugate to n-l [6]. On account of (4.5), 
481/19/4-9 
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(6.1) holds for r - 6, and b,< . Settingf, = ,vn( 1) for n = 0, I, 2, 3, we obtain 
(cf. Propositions 5A and 5D with n m-m 111, CY” E). 
IVe see from (4.1) that, if k is even, 550) -- s,, (‘) is a linear combination of 
columns b,,(~) with a)1 + 1, [. As shown by (4.2) the same is true for (I,: . 
It is now clear that (6. I) applies for r ~~ (11, f- Sh,, j- b,)j2. The only nonzero 
coefficients of r are 
(r>o =- 8” 9 (1.11 81 , (r)i;L) ~ Ai, , (r)!‘) =~~ -S2 
(cf. Propositions 5A and 5C). It follows from Proposition 5B for A ~ 1 that 
-$‘(I) _ x3(1) fJ and x:“(I) ~~~ ~~(1) ~= .fil . The values of ~(4) for 
x = x0 9 Xl , xr ‘ , xi’) are obtained from Propositions 5D and 5E. LI:e find 
6, f -~ s, f -- s,, 5; ~ 6, -;- z 0. (6.3) 
(I 1 ‘1 1 
On subtracting (6.2) from (6.3) we have 
4S.JJ1( 1 -( q) + 4S,J‘,ltq( I -f q) = 0, 
Hence S,& = -Ss,~y/f,. Since .f, > 0, f:< > 0, this implies 
s, = -s,t, .bl z Yh . 
Now (6.3) becomes 
(6.4) 
By Proposition 5B, S,,f,, + S,fr S,fL ‘- S,j, . On account of (6.4), WC can 
write this in the form 
J!‘e multiply (6.5) with (I - EC/)& and use the last equation to eliminate f:, . 
IV:e then have 
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This yields 
s,s,f,2q + S,~,q~flif,,” = -f”fM + 1). 
Thus, t =f& is a root of the quadratic equation 
S,,S,qt” + E(Qd + 1)f + S,,S,q” = 0. 
Since the two roots of this equation are 
-Ss,S1$, -S&q-l, 
f/j;, must be equal to one of them. SincefJf,, is positive, in either case 
S”S, = -G. (6.7) 
\!‘e separate the two cases: 
Case 1. ,fJ, r 2”. 
Here, (6.6) and (6.7) yield 
SOf”(1 - 4) = %f3(1 - 4. 
Since both 1 - E$ and I - l q have the sign -E, then 
‘S” = s3 ) A3 =-= ((12 -I- q + l)f, . 
It now follows from (5B) for A =m: 1 that 
4’1’p’(l) = S,,f,, + S,f, ~~ S,f,,(l - q-3). 
Thus, 81) -~ s,,t, x (IL)( 1) = (q3 - ~)fo. \Vc collect our results. 
h7OPOSITIOD; 6A, . IfGisoftypeI,ifB’ 2s a a I oc and if we have Case 1 $ ~11 k 
then, with f,, I- x0( I), ZM have 
x,(l) = S”f” > x*(l) = 2(2” -1 cl + l)h, xx(l) = (2” -t 62 + 1J.f” 2 
x’y 1) = (‘13 - c)i,; 
61 s, = -s,)E, s:, = s,, , S(l) == 6 6. 
Case 2. fi/fo = q-l. 
Here, by (6.6) and (6.7), 
Wl(l - 4 =: S,f3(l - "i), 
whencef, := fi , 6, ~~ 6, . By (6.4),f, = qfi =.~ f,, . Now Proposition SB yields 
-s’l’p’(i) =I S,f” + S,fl = S,fl(l - E(I). 
It follows that W =- S1t, x(“)(I) : (4 - c)fi . 
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PR~P~SITION 6A, . If G is of type I I, if’ B is a flat hlocf~ und ;f zL)e Ira7.e 
Case 2, tken with x,(I) = f, , zce hnw 
x0(l) X?(1) :- Sfi J Xl(l) -: X:%(l) fl I x”“( 1) == (q - e)f, . 
s,, --Es1 ( s, = ~--es, ) s, : s, ) S(l) 6,t. 
\I-e now apply [3c, ‘l’heorem ?A]. ‘The subgroup C> is taken as C’(t) -~~ :Yand 
7~ is either an element ph with I/ E N or an element Q f 1. Since 5 is a power 
of r, G contains I\-((T: ) and hence (-; contains all elements n-hich map pi 
onto 7F1. Both involutions 1 _ 1 , ?2 arc taken as [. The block b of C(r) is chosen 
as the block 
k (0.1 i C(n)) 4((7~)) 
in Proposition 3C. ‘I’hus, 6” ~~ ZJi, : H. Since b:‘: :: R, we see that if we set 
I? == b, , B” ~~ R,,(X), u-c have 
I+ i? H,\rB,,(AV) : B&-B*. (6.8) 
If L is the conjugate class of [ in G, thenL n N is the union of the conjugate 
classes of E and of 6, in N [6]. For each 2 E 12, we have to form 
[Xl jj(l)!i 3 : X(4,),’ C ,. (6.9) 
These are the quantities appearing in [3c, (X6)]. Then 
(6. IO) 
Here, r is the column of decomposition numbers of B belonging to a member 
?V of a basic set of 0, and ? is the column of decomposition numbers of ,!? 
belonging ot the same ?y . 
The considerations of the previous sections apply to the block B of G 
of type I as well as to the principal block B,(h’) of N, of type II. Tl’c shall use 
the same notation in the latter case as hcfore with asterisks added. If x‘$ 
ranges over the characters of B* : B,,(9), then, hy (6.8), i ~~ oVx* will 
range over the characters of 8. Since H4( I) I, i(l) x*(l). If we set 
[f] xq); !V 1 + x*(&y c ‘, (6.1 I) 
then as H,V is trivial on S, [g] [0,.x*] [x”]. It is clear from (6.8) that the 
decomposition numbers remain unchanged, if a-e replace B by R”, 2 by x”, 
and qz, by q&? F,,*. Thus, (6.10) can he written in the form 
n-here F ~:~= r* is the column of decomposition numbers of B* belonging to p,,*. 
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The Eq. (6.12) remains valid, if we replace r by a linear combination of the 
columns b,,(r) and r* by the corresponding linear combination of the columns 
b”*(n). We shall take r :~m (a, + Sb,,),12. As shown by Proposition SA, the 
left side of (6.12) is 
1 =-= G i(S,,x,,(E)‘lx,,( 1) -i- s,xg)“ixl( I) $~ s(“x”‘(5)~)‘x’y I)). 
Assume first that vve have case I. On account of Propositions 6A, and 511 
for n ~:~ -III, t = Q, we find 
An easy computation yields 
I = i G 1 S&‘(q + •)~(q - c) qm1(q2 f tq t I)-‘. (6.13a) 
Similarly, we see in the Case 2 that the left side 2 of (6.12) is 
On the right side of (6.12) we have to take 
r* = (al* + 66,,*)/2, 
where al* and b,,* now refer to &(N). 0 n substituting the values of the 
characters from Proposition 51 in (6.1 I), we find 
ByProposition 5H,x,,*(l) ~~~3*(1)=.-=1,~1*(l)--=~~*(l)~~~,~~1’*(1)~-:~~-~. 
As shown by Propositions 5A and 5H, if S ~1 , the nonzero coefficients of r* 
arc 
(r*),, = 1, (r*)l ~~~ -E, (r*)(l) ~= E 
and if S =m- - 1, they are 
(r*)r = -E, (r*), =: 1, (r*)(l) ..: c. 
In either case, the right side of (6.12) reads 
j hii3((/ .\‘/-l f 1 C 1-l)’ - ~(4 ) N 1-l j- c 1 C lml)%ml -C E / N j-“(q - c) 
== 1 IT 1:s 1 c I-“(1 - t/q). 
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If we have case 1, (6.13a) shows that a,, -- I and that 
(6.14a) 
1 G i ~~ fl 1 :\’ 13 , (,’ j ‘(q f- c) 2. (6.14h) 
Our results apply in the case that H I, B ~~~ B,(G). Here, the principal 
character l occurs among the characters ,y of B. As in the proof of Proposition 
5H, WC‘ see that (5.14) holds which implies (CT)“‘), / 0 for 0 s_’ j .-: 2”‘. Now 
Proposition 5A shows that x is one of the characters x,, , x1 , x2 , x:1 Hy 
Proposition 5D, xl(f) J q and henccf, ,’ I It follows from Proposition 
(6A,) that we cannot have case 2 here. ‘I’!lcn Proposition 6h, implies that 
necessarily ,f,, I. Since (6.14a) applies, we obtain: 
PKOPOSITION 6R. If G is of type I with the charartevistic number y, the?1 
Consider again an arbitrary flat block 11 H, and suppose that NT ham 
case 2. On comparing (6.141)) with (6.15), we findf, =- q” ~(- cq ~1~. I and hence 
,fi, = (4” + Ey -+ I )q. 
As 2”1(~ 1 >> 2’1~ ! I, Proposition 5F yields 
However, by Proposition 273, q T 6 + 2”’ (mod 2”“‘) and hcncc 
(c/’ + q + I)q (I + I + 2”’ I- I)(6 it 2t1’) 3t (mod 2”’ I). 
This is a contradiction. L\‘c see that w-e must have case I for every flat 1>10& 
H” 
‘J’hus, (6.14a) applies for B, (‘omparison with (6.15) shobvvs that we have 
f 0 I. 1Te no\v state the following: 
PROIYJSITION 6C. Jf G is of type I zcith the characteristic numher (1, t/w 
degrees of the churacters in ajla~ block R urc ns follow 
x,,(l) I, Xl(l) = ‘I:‘, x2( I) --_ q(‘iZ tq ) I), x:$(I) qT - tq -1 I) 
x4(l) 7~ ‘It -’ tq, x”“(I) ~~~ 4” ~ C, xi”‘(l) ~~~ $yl) l/‘-j <‘I-- 1, 
x:“‘(l) $‘(I) : q($ -, tq i- I), x;,(l) (q /- c)(y2 ! ‘q ~ 1). 
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Proof. Since we have now shown that fo : I, S,, m- I, the values of 
xn( 1) for 0 -i: n :< 3 and of x(“)(I) are obtained from Proposition 6A, . 
This also gives the signs 6, and S cl). On applying Proposition 5B for A = 1 
and Proposition X, we obtain the fomulas for xif’( 1) and the signs Si:‘. Also, 
we have 
I - (q2 $ q + 1) = -6,x4(I), 
P&,( 1) z- -&’ + tq + 1) - (42 $ E$J + 1) == -c(y -t E)(4” + “4 -f- 1). 
Hence S, = 1, S- = --E and x4(l) and xii( 1) are as stated. Finally, by 
Proposition 5F, 
and this implies 6 :- I. TVe also see that x0 is trivial on S. 
Since x0( 1) = I, it is now clear that 
4 = xoB,,(G). 
1Ve have now established Theorem 1A stated in the introduction, cf. l’ropo- 
sition 6C, in conjunction with Propositions SA, 4G, and 4E. Theorem 1 B is 
identical with Proposition 6B. 
Thcrc are some further relations between the orders of ;V and of subgroups 
of AT, stated without proof in Ref. [4]. Since these formulas are not needed in 
the continuation of Ref. [I], wc shall not prove them here. We mention that 
if the orders of N, C, C(/3), and C(Q3, T>) are known, the order of G of type I 
is uniquely determined. 
There is a corollary of Propositions 3% and 6C which will be neeldcd in 
the continuation of Ref. [ 11. 
PROPOSITION 6D. If G is of type I, then 
lG:G’i -- IB:En[17,C,,]x1. 
Indeed, since every character of degree 1 belongs to a flat block [3d] and 
since bv Proposition (6C), every flat block contains exactly one character of 
degree -1, the number ) G : G’ / f h . t o c aiac crs of G of degree 1 is equal to 
the number of flat blocks. Now, the statement follows from Proposition 31;. 
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